Petrochemical Feedstocks Markets

Overview

Petrochemical Feedstocks Markets provides detailed supply, demand and price forecasts of the key petrochemical feedstock naphtha along with an overview of the petrochemicals market including ethylene, propylene, benzene and paraxylene. The service also provides analysis on cracking economics, arbitrage economics, refinery and petrochemical facility turnarounds and their impacts on regional balance.

Clients make confident decisions based on actionable insight from IHS Energy’s in-depth knowledge of market forces and political developments that drive petrochemical feedstock market combined with deep quantitative detail and extensive industry experience.

Service benefits

Petrochemical Feedstocks Markets provides strategic planners, financial analysts, business development executives and downstream economists with a full view of the projects and capacity impacts that are needed to fulfill the regional demands for the petrochemicals marketplace.

Petrochemical Feedstocks Markets clients are able to:

• Stay abreast of short-term and long-term petrochemical feedstock forecasts
• Make strategic investment decisions in chemical production capacity & infrastructure
• Assess the effects of broad feedstock trends on petrochemical markets
• Anticipate critical turning points in the petrochemical feedstock markets
**Market Updates:** Monthly market updates & supply demand balances for key feedstock naphtha

**Analysis** on naphtha & NGLs with focus on petrochemical end use markets

**Annual 5-year outlook** for petrochemical feedstocks, including naphtha supply/demand and cracking capacities and margins

**Strategic reports:** Insight on key business trends & critical issues, focusing on long-term implications, includes presentations from various IHS Energy meetings, conferences & webinars

**Access to Analysts:** Clients may access our lead researchers and global network of experts directly by e-mail or phone.

Members are also invited to participate in our interactive webinars and member events, including the IHS Forums held throughout the year and around the world, where IHS experts present findings, lead discussions, and respond to questions. Webinars are recorded and remain available online for later reference.

**Modular framework:** allows you to build on the global base module with additional geographic modules to match your needs.

**Current available geographies:**
- Asia & Middle East
- More geographies coming soon

**Petrochemical Feedstocks Markets is available on IHS Connect, our innovative business and market intelligence platform.**

Available on desktop and iPad, IHS Connect is a new way to access your IHS research & analysis anytime - in the office or on the go - and connect with relevant experts.

IHS Connect empowers you to search IHS insight from across IHS tapping into our analysis on energy, chemical, and economics, as well as customize your experience to address your business needs. IHS Connect uses advanced navigation, sophisticated content tagging and notifications, and interactive data visualization to optimize the ways you can access, query, visualize, and analyze research and data from energy and related industry sectors.
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**Research deliverables**

**Americas**
Tel: +1 713 369 0308
Email: CustomerCare@ihs.com

**Europe, Middle East, Africa**
Tel: +44 (0) 1344 328 300
Email: Customer.Support@ihs.com

**Asia Pacific**
Tel: +65 6439 6000
Email: SupportAPAC@ihs.com